
 

Quezon City, Philippines – Grab PH officials, Bryan Cu, Miguel Aguila and 

Cindy Toh, lead a press conference to discuss all matters related to the 

acquisition against the company. The conference was started immediately 

with a blunt statement given by Grab’s lawyer – Miguel Aguila, “We are not 

charging any illegal fares.” The lawyer explains that the transportation 

service can set their own fares for they have followed the department order 

issued by former DOTC. The lawyer also explains that the 2 pesos per minute 

charge was to maintain their services. 80% goes to the drivers and the other 

20% remaining goes to Grab as commission but still directly returned to the 

drivers as incentives.  

“Riders were not informed. There were no comms to the riders.” Cu said, 

when asked if the drivers were informed of the charge through social media 

or in the app. On the other hand, Cindy Toh - Grab PH marketing head – 

discusses the strict implementation regarding cancelled rides including the 

sanctions given to the drivers once complaints were set to the company. The 

sanctions range to suspension up to total ban from the company.  



The Grab PH head – Brian Cu – denies the rumor spreading all over social 

media that the transportation company charges twice for rides outside 

Metro Manila.  

 

“Riders were not informed. There were no comms to the riders.” Cu said, 

when asked if the drivers were informed of the charge through social media 

or in the app. On the other hand, Cindy Toh - Grap PH marketing head – 

discusses the strict implementation regarding cancelled rides including the 

sanctions given to the drivers once complaints were set to the company. The 

sanctions range to suspension up to total ban from the company. The Grab 

PH head – Brian Cu – denies the rumor spreading all over social media that 

the transportation company charges twice for rides outside Metro Manila.  

Cu also defends that the company participates with the government 

regulations and that Grab is willing to comply with the regulators to refund 

the alleged illegal fair collection. 


